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－ Abstract －
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This report is for reference only and does not constitute an offer, 
an invitation for offer, or solicitation to sell securities in any 
jurisdiction.

The aviation tourism industry is a vast supply chain and service 
consumer market. According to the statistics from World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO), the production value of international travel 
industry has amounted to USD1.26 trillion, and it is estimated to 
reach USD2 trillion in 2030. Among which, the percentage of global 
tourism income attributable to Asia and Pacific-Asia market has 
increased from 8.2% in 1980 to 21.7% in 2010, and it is expected 
to achieve 29.5% in 2030 with the production value of USD600 
million. The Asia and Pacific-Asia market thus becoming the fastest 
expanding region for global tourism consumption growth.

Members of Huafu Enterprise Holdings Limited (hereinafter, the 
"Development Team") has been deep plowing the international 
travel industry in Asia for years and is well-aware of the trend and 
business model of aviation tourism industry in Asia region. The 
Development Team realized that the significant production value 
of aviation tourism industry in the future must rely on the increase 
in commodities and service quality of overall travel industry. 
Therefore, regarding the supply chain pain spot of aviation industry, 
the risks and commodities of tourists in the consumer market and 
the difficulties on service transactions, it is fully committed to the 
creation of blockchain application for aviation tourism and the 
cryptocurrency Airline and Life Networking Token 



(hereinafter,  “ALLN”) by the application of blockchain 
technology. It obtained an immediate collaboration with 
Far Eastern Air Transport Corporation (hereinafter, “FAT”, 
established for 61 years and possessed extensive experience 
working at Asia and Mainland China waypoints), to establish a 
network of ecosystem in consumer application area by ALLN 
issuing, and improve the aviation services provided by FAT within 
the Asia region market of the highest potential development 
(especially the cities in the China), and further planned on the 
increase and expansion of aviation density in different areas. 
Also, with FAT accepting ALLN currency for flight booking and 
in-flight shopping, it establishes the application and liquidity 
of ALLN in the physical consumer market for aviation tourism 
among international waypoints, and further extended to other 
development partners, including tourist agencies, tourist hotels, 
and clubhouses as well the usages in areas such as tourism real 
estate, public consumption and retail industry.

With multi-application scenarios,  ALLN will  redefine the 
application and use rules of cryptocurrency in the physical 
consumer market to grant cr yptocurrency the unlimited 
possibilities for application realization. By involving more 
commodities of various consumption behavior or service 
providers, ALLN will carry out its planning and design for the 

“Parent Chain of the Consumer Application” from 2018 to 2019. 
In the future, all the strategic partners will be able to connect 
their blockchain scenario to such Parent Chain; therefore, it 
is expected that ALLN will have a room for geometrical value 
growth.
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On the other hand, ALLN Development Team focuses on the end 
application of cryptocurrency, that is, consumer experiences. 
Therefore, increasing the efficiency of consumer transaction 
and the convenience shall be one of the crucial issues regarding 
such application. ALLN Development Team will establish an 
“Application Platform Exchange” to provide the function 
that rapidly connects consumers, merchants, cryptocurrency 
exchange to carry out the transaction settlements. According 
to the turnover of USD600 billion from the Asia tourism market, 
if the Application Platform Exchange is accounted for 10% of 
the transaction value thereof, its value would amount to USD60 
billion, which shall be on par with the credit card settlement 
ser vice providers.  “Make ALLN as VISA & MasterCard in 
Cryptocurrency” may have a substantial value-added potential 
of a dozen of times. 

The issuing party wishes to improve the implementation of 
all kinds of consumption functions in the consumer market of 
aviation tourism industry with a value amounting to USD1.2 
trillion through expanding the consumer application and 
services of ALLN, thus achieving the consumer and general 
application of ALLN. This ICO project aims at putting in place 
the cryptocurrency from the concept of “virtual” currency to a 
physical consumer application. 
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To actively plow the way for ALLN blockchain technology and 
application development, the paper mainly set out:

I.   The summary of Airline and Life Networking Token project and     
       its operating system;
II.  Typical ALLN application scenarios and its analysis;
III. Development blueprint and technology description;
IV.  Introduction to Development Team.
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1.Prospect of the Development Team

The aviation tourism industry is a vast industrial ecosystem that involves air 

transportation industry, travel agencies, hotels, properties and real estate, retail 

industry, and service industry. The production value of the entire industry has amounted 

to USD1.26 trillion, and it is estimated to reach USD2 trillion in 2030. The supply chain 

of which is of high complexity and the application of blockchain technology is highly 

suitable for the operation and preservation of valuable information, such as contract 

management, consumer guarantee, and purchase record.

Core members of Huafu Enterprise Holdings Limited (hereinafter, the “Development 

Team”) has extensive experience in the aviation tourism industry. Leverage on their 

in-depth expertise on the ecosystem and supply chain structure of such industry, 

it expects to build a decentralized physical consumer application platform. The 

development of such aviation tourism blockchain also combines with the physical 

consumer ecosystem supported by large-scale enterprises by the issuance of Airline 

and Life Networking Token (hereinafter, “ALLN”). In the future, it is expected to become 

the global leading blockchain landing consumer system and build up consumer service 

functions (such as consumption, smart contract, assets allocation) and new transaction 

channels for ALLN, granting cryptocurrency the unlimited possibilities to application 

realization.
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Also, integrate the entire consumer application scenario platform for all 

cryptocurrencies through the planning of “Parent Chain of the Consumer Application” 

and “Application Platform Exchange” for ALLN to become Visa and Master (material 

platform connectors) in the cryptocurrency trading market. According to the turnover of 

USD600 billion from the Asia tourism market, if the Application Platform Exchange is 

accounted for 10% of the transaction value thereof, its value would amount to USD60 

billion. Assuming its income derived from service charges and information processing 

charges is accounted for 2%, its income would be of USD1.2 billion. Therefore, the 

Development Team expects to build ALLN as VISA and MASTER in cryptocurrency 

within ten years.
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2.Overview and Description of the Consumer Market

As the leader of the business service industry, the travel industry appeals to the 

enormous consumers. Among which, as living quality of public from developing 

countries around the world has increased, international tourism and regional 

tourism have seen through rapid development. According to the statistics from 

World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the number of international tourists has 

almost doubled from 674 million in 2000 to 1.186 billion in 2015, and it is expected 

that the number will amount to 1.8 billion in 2030. The income of international 

travel industry has boosted from USD495 billion in 2000 to USD1.26 trillion in 

2015, representing a growth of over two-times, and it is estimated to reach USD2 

trillion in 2030. By then, the global tourism consumption is expected to grow 

approximately 37% as compared to 2015; the average growth per year will amount 

to 2.5%. Asia and Pacific-Asia market will become the leader in the global tourism 

market, and 30% of the total production value, USD600 billion, will be derived from 

such area.

UNWTO also estimated that the number of international tourists in Asia and Asia-

Pacific region would increase rapidly to over 500 million as of 2030, and gradually 

catch up with the 744 million of the most substantial Europe market in the world. 

As such, it is evident that Asia and Asia-Pacific market has vast potentials, and 

that they will be the growth driver for global tourism market. To analyze tourism 

income by region, the Middle East has recorded the highest growth rate of 5.7%, 

followed by 4.2% of Asia. Since 2012, Mainland China has risen to the top tourism 

consumption country in the world; it has also become the visitor source with the 

fastest growth in the world, recording an average growth rate of 20% for the 8th 

consecutive years. Overall, regardless of “visitor sources” or “tourism income,” 
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Asia and Asia-Pacific area will become the leader of the global tourism market, 

and the regional commercial and tourism aviation companies will become the 

most benefitted parties. Such companies, as the connectors among regions 

and continents, have less cultural differences, more flexibility on routes and 

flight arrangement and the may make rapid response to tourist service between 

waypoints; therefore, regarding the tourism market development in Asia and Asia-

Pacific area, cultural differences, more flexibility on routes and flight arrangement 

and the may make rapid response to tourist service between waypoints; 

therefore, regarding the tourism market development in Asia and Asia-Pacific 

area, the growth potential for regional airlines will be much more promising than 

intercontinental airlines. Having a relatively advantageous development stance at 

the waypoint hub for China toward North East Asia and South East Asia, FAT is a 

premium airline positions itself at the same location that set its core as providing 

air transportation for tourists. Also, FAT has recorded brilliant business and 

turnover growth and development that it is widely recognized by all the tourists.
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Tourists in Asia and the Pacific region continue to grow, while other regions have 
experienced flat or declining growth. (Source: UNWTO)

The international tourism market in Asia and the Pacific region continues to grow in the 
world, with 2030 reaching about 30%. (Source: UNWTO)
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International tourism by (sub)region of destination  

International Tourist Arrivals received (million) Average annual growth (%) Market share (%)

actual data projections actual data projections actual data projections

1980 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2020 2030 1980-2010, of which 2010-2030, of which 1980 1995 2010 2020 2030

1980-’95 ‘95-2010 2010-’20 2020-’30

World 277 435 528 674 797 940 1,360 1,809 4.2 4.4 3.9 3.3 3.8 2.9 100 100 100 100 100

to Advanced economies 194 296 334 417 453 498 643 772 3.2 3.7 2.7 2.2 2.6 1.8 70 63 53 47 43

to Emerging economies 83 139 193 257 345 442 717 1,037 5.8 5.8 5.7 4.4 4.9 3.8 30 37 47 53 57

By UNWTO regions:

Africa 7.2 14.8 18.9 26.5 35.4 50.3 85 134 6.7 6.7 6.7 5.0 5.4 4.6 2.6 3.6 5.3 6.3 7.4

North Africa 4.0 8.4 7.3 10.2 13.9 18.7 31 46 5.3 4.1 6.5 4.6 5.2 4.0 1.4 1.4 2.0 2.3 2.5

West Africa and Central  Africa 1.0 1.7 2.3 3.1 4.4 6.8 13 22 6.7 5.9 7.5 5.9 6.5 5.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.2

East Africa 1.2 2.8 5.0 6.6 8.5 12.1 22 37 8.1 10.1 6.1 5.8 6.2 5.4 0.4 0.9 1.3 1.6 2.1

Southern Africa 1.0 1.9 4.3 6.5 8.6 12.6 20 29 8.7 10.1 7.4 4.3 4.5 4.1 0.4 0.8 1.3 1.4 1.6

Americas 62.3 92.8 109.0 128.2 133.3 149.7 199 248 3.0 3.8 2.1 2.6 2.9 2.2 22.5 20.7 15.9 14.6 13.7

North America 48.3 71.7 80.7 91.5 89.9 98.2 120 138 2.4 3.5 1.3 1.7 2.0 1.4 17.5 15.3 10.4 8.8 7.6

Caribbean 6.7 11.4 14.0 17.1 18.8 20.1 25 30 3.7 5.0 2.4 2.0 2.4 1.7 2.4 2.7 2.1 1.9 1.7

Central America 1.5 1.9 2.6 4.3 6.3 7.9 14 22 5.7 3.8 7.7 5.2 6.0 4.5 0.5 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.2

South America 5.8 7.7 11.7 15.3 18.3 23.6 40 58 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.6 5.3 3.9 2.1 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.2

Asia and the Pacific 22.8 55.8 82.0 110.1 153.6 204.0 355 535 7.6 8.9 6.3 4.9 5.7 4.2 8.2 15.5 21.7 26.1 29.6

North-East Asia 10.1 26.4 41.3 58.3 85.9 111.5 195 293 8.3 9.9 6.8 4.9 5.7 4.2 3.6 7.8 11.9 14.3 16.2

South-East Asia 8.2 21.2 28.4 36.1 48.5 69.9 123 187 7.4 8.7 6.2 5.1 5.8 4.3 3.0 5.4 7.4 9.1 10.3

Oceania 2.3 5.2 8.1 9.6 11.0 11.6 15 19 5.5 8.7 2.4 2.4 2.9 2.0 0.8 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0

South Asia 2.2 3.2 4.2 6.1 8.1 11.1 21 36 5.5 4.3 6.6 6.0 6.8 5.3 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

Europe 177.3 261.5 304.1 385.1 438.7 475.3 620 744 3.3 3.7 3.0 2.3 2.7 1.8 64.1 57.6 50.6 45.6 41.1

Northern Europe 20.4 28.6 35.8 43.7 57.3 57.7 72 82 3.5 3.8 3.2 1.8 2.2 1.4 7.4 6.8 6.1 5.3 4.5

Western Europe 68.3 108.6 112.2 139.7 141.7 153.7 192 222 2.7 3.4 2.1 1.8 2.3 1.4 24.7 21.3 16.3 14.1 12.3

Central/Eastern Europe 26.6 33.9 58.1 69.3 87.5 95.0 137 176 4.3 5.3 3.3 3.1 3.7 2.5 9.6 11.0 10.1 10.1 9.7

Southern/Mediter. Eu. 61.9 90.3 98.0 132.5 152.3 168.9 219 264 3.4 3.1 3.7 2.3 2.6 1.9 22.4 18.6 18.0 16.1 14.6

Middle East 7.1 9.6 13.7 24.1 36.3 60.9 101 149 7.4 4.5 10.5 4.6 5.2 4.0 2.6 2.6 6.5 7.4 8.2

Source: World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) © (Data as collected by UNWTO September 2011)

Advance edition presented at UNWTO 19th General Assembly – 10 October 2011
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3. Description of the Project Development

3.1 Background of the Project Development

The Development Team set the promoting the physical transaction of 
cryptocurrency as the primary goal, hoping to build strategic partnerships with 
avian tourism business, and companies engaging in living consumption and 
asset purchase. Through the participation of partners and their acceptance for 
cryptocurrency payment, realize the application possibility of cryptocurrency, 
exchange information in a decentralized environment freely and safely, and 
reduce the transaction costs to enhance the profit margins for parties involved.
The Development Team constructs and connects the ALLN ecosystem with a 
community frame. Within such ecosystem, it is expected to involve merchants 
or service enterprises from all line of businesses, including industries of food, 
apparel, housing, transportation, education, and entertainment. Through the 
increasing number of strategic partners, ALLN Development Team will plan on 
the “Parent Chain of the Consumption Application” to achieve the co-prosper 
development for the ecosystem. Also, facing the pain points of consumers and 
partners, design the “Application Platform Exchange” to deal with the doubt, 
efficiency and general application of cryptocurrency.
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3.2 Industry Pain Point

The travel industry is a vast industry ecosystem that covers land, sea, and air 
transportation industry, service industry, retail industry, and hospitality industry, 
etc., and it also serves as the leader of the commercial service industry. Within 
such ecosystem, the services provided by nodes are intimately connected, the 
supply chain or resource network is of high complexity, resulting in the higher 
possibility for connections between nodes to break or malfunction.
From trip planning, trip purchasing or ticket booking, hotel booking to travel, 
checking-in, transportation and visits, restaurant gourmet, and returning home 
for a visitor, many links are inseparable with the application of internet and 
digital information, such as internet ticket booking. However, the information 
disclosed to service suppliers and consumers is unequal. For example, if travel 
agencies duly carry out the arrangement of plans and details, and the work of 
tickets and seats booking after charging the agency fees for booking air flight 
seats on the customers’ behalf and the tour fares.
The Development Team of the project observes the industry ecosystem for a 
solution to more effectively and accurately complete the connection between 
nodes of services providers. Moreover, it considers from the tourism consumers’ 
perspective on how to obtain more information during the arrangement for trips 
and the process of purchasing, ensure of protection, or settle consumption 
issues, which remains the most critical issues within the industry pending for 
R&D and solutions.
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3.3 Solution Construction

The blockchain is the permanent data saving technology that cannot be altered, 
and the information risk and costs of “transactions” using such technology are 
significantly reduced. At the same time, it enables the effective information or 
contract transfer in the industry ecosystem or supply chain, and save referential 
records that cannot be modified.
With such premises, the Development Team, therefore, considers to utilize that 
application of the blockchain to affect the resources exchange and information 
connection within the industry ecosystem, and issue the cryptocurrency for use, 
allowing consumers to directly participate in the operation of the blockchain 
through the new payment tool. More importantly, such cryptocurrency links with 
physical consumption, it leaves accurate and inalterable permanent records 
when “consuming or exchanging” merchandises or services, which produces the 
excellent future prospect for the utilization of both blockchain technologies and 
cryptocurrency.
Hence, ALLN Development Team looks forward to building strategic partnerships 
with airlines, department stores, travel agencies, convenience stores and 
real estate companies in succession and all the strategic partners shall 
accept the cryptocurrency as the transaction tool. Through popularization and 
extensive application scenarios that dig into every aspect of people’s lives, the 
cryptocurrency will have more possibilities. Also, it hopes to improve and promote 
the practical concept and habits for the public. The realization such expectation 
thus gave rise to the idea of a strategic partnership with FAT to apply the usage of 
cryptocurrency for consumption of commodities and services within the FAT group.

 



4. Application Scenarios of the Blockchain in Aviation 
     Tourism Industry

For the design of supply chain of aviation tourism industry and solution to issues 

encountered by consumers, the ALLN Development Team will focus on subjects of 

“Cross-boundary Application of the Cryptocurrency,” “Establishment an Ecosystem 

of Consumer Application,” “Supply Chain Integration for the Aviation Tourism 

Industry,” and “Establishment Parent Chain of the Aviation Tourism Industry” to 

achieve blockchain technologies and applications.

4.1Cross-boundary Application of the Cryptocurrency

As consumers held conservative attitudes toward and cast doubt on the safety 

of credit cards (plastic money) in its initial issuance period, and that merchants 

rather abandon the new and safer financial transaction tool due to the complex 

procedures, verification, and money flow for the application of card machines, the 

using issues derived from using the cryptocurrency in physical consumer market 

made consumers remained hesitant.

On the other hand, an ICO project generally focuses on a single commodity or 

service, or on an industry or usage within an industry for a more comprehensive 

project, causing the existence of countless ICO projects. Consumers or investors 

are required to purchase all kinds of ICO Token that complicates the management of 

cryptocurrency wallet and reduces the application values of all Tokens.

The Development Team aims to popularize the application of cryptocurrency and 

break such application restriction to create a transaction tool for general and 

cross-border usages. It hopes to enable the comprehensive currency application 

on matters ranging from living necessities purchase, living expenses for food and 

drinks, to advanced consumptions such as tour packages and cosmetic surgery 

services, and high-value assets transactions such as real estate purchase, and the 

gold and diamond for value maintenance.
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The ALLN Team wishes to improve and simplify the operating process through 
the hardware development of consumer market-oriented physical consolidation, 
provide convenient usages for consumers and merchants with the support of 
various devices, and re-define the consumption payment. This way, consumers 
and merchants may pick up the consumption habit for the new payment tool 
faster and easier. When more consumers and merchants participate, the usage 
value of ALLN will increase and may have the growing potential for a dozen of 
times.

-16-
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4.2 Establishment an Ecosystem of Consumer Application

The blockchain is the permanent data saving technology that cannot be 

altered. According to this character, a lot of application scenarios can 

be established, and the most important point is let the owners can do 

interactives in life and social situations by ALLN token.  

The restaurants in the airports are the scenarios for all flight-passengers in 

travel. However, the quality of the restaurants is a question mark for travelers. 

ALLN is not only a trading tool providing a bridge between businesses and 

consumers of air transport and tourism in airports, but also a blockchain 

tool to evaluate the services and commodities when owner pays at checkout. 

This permanent data saving technology supports other travelers a reference 

to select a restaurant also improves the businesses to provide high qualities 

service and goods.

This application of blockchain has a variety of scenarios such as 

popularization of consumer applications, community influence, and 

promotion of merchant services. So, this ecosystem circles a large number 

of participating in the aviation tourism industry simultaneously, including 

consumers, merchants, airport operators, and managers of cryptocurrencies.



Main Chain of Aviation Tourism Industry

Ecosystem
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Application 
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4.3 Supply Chain Integration for the Aviation Tourism Industry

The aviation tourism industry may seem like a combination merely 

for airlines and travel agencies or hotels; however, if we observe from 

the perspective of supply chains, such industry is an ultra-complex 

network system, and if all the related service providers are included, 

the ecosystem shall be tremendous.

Members of the ALLN Development Team have extensive experience 

and strong expertise in aviation tourism industry and they are familiar 

with the operation of such business ecology; therefore, they will 

develop the supply chain blockchain system in the future for the safe 

guarantee for consumers. For supply chain blockchain system, the key 

is to establish a smart contract that records all the nodes during the 

consumption process. For example:

When a traveler paid for the package tour of a travel agency, the 

corresponding resources on the agency’s end or the order shall 

include flight ticket, ground transportation, hotel, restaurant, tickets 

for sites, and retail service providers, etc. Those nodes of suppliers 

within the supply chain and the travel agency may keep the contract 

records through the blockchain, and ALLN may be used as the tool 

for consumption and exchange within the new supply chain. By using 

ALLN, all the procurement process and details are regulated and 

adequately managed and disclosed.

Hence, the actual value of ALLN is formed through the execution of 

contracts, physical consumption, and exchanges for commodities 

and services under the blockchain application technology within the 

aviation tourism industry; and it is expected to become a mainstream 

transaction or consumption tool in the future.
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4.4 Establishment of the Parent Chain of the Aviation Tourism Industry

As there are numerous participants in the supply chain of aviation 

tourism industry, therefore, by using ALLN to connect the upstream, the 

downstream and consumers, the ecosystem will be able to support the 

development and operation of a Parent Chain. Also, we will cooperate 

with other blockchain technical teams to develop the  technology to 

establish the ‘Parent Chain of the Aviation Tourism Industry’. In the 

future, all the providers for merchandises and services using the supply 

chain of ALLN will also be able to set up a sub-chain to participate 

and catch up with all kinds of applications. Therefore, the overall 

development in the following 10 to 20 years is of enormous potential, 

and it will also help ALLN to become popularized and to improve and 

enhance its application development in the following 5 years.
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5. Feasibility of Application Scenario Planning

5.1 The strategy of taking advantage of the prosperous ecosystem

When the application of blockchain technology is to enter the daily life and be 

accepted by the consumer, it needs not only the continuous technical upgrading, 

but more important thing is how to expand its integration with the entity application. 

However, it is very difficult for the Parent Chain operators to jump out of this way, 

because most of the Parent Chain developers are data and information technology 

companies, not general consumer or commodity management companies. 

Therefore, they only have Parent Chain system, but no immediate connection with 

the application scenarios to promote the creation or recognition of new concepts in 

blockchain applications by the general public.
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ALLN is the first blockchain application project to be integrated with the tourism 

industry supply chain with a strong industrial development trend. It is placed in 

consumers’ live  and at the same time, by horizontally linking with its peers and 

businesses, it will also built a blockchain application ecosystem, which integrate any 

type of consumer application scenarios, technologies, and resources. 

This breakthrough cooperation model achieves the development of a co-prosperous 

ecosystem, and its output value only in the aviation industry and international 

tourism industry can reach 2 trillion US dollars, even if it takes 1% of the market 

share, it can also reach 20 billion US dollars. The expansion and development of 

ecosystem will allow ALLN to have greater liquidity and create predictable multiplied 

profitability, and allows the blockchain of consumer applications to truly enter the 

general life and become a new tool for the future consumer market.
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5.2 Application Scenarios Firstly Connected to Aviation Tourism

Tourism industry is a huge industrial ecosystem, including ground, ocean and 

air transportation industry, service industry, retail industry, hotel management 

industry, etc., developers select partnership among those industries for wider, easy 

to connect the other front end and back end airline companies. Far Eastern Air 

Transport is the first company to achieve this goal. FAT was established in 1957, 

operating flight from Taiwan to mainland China, Northeast and Southeast Asian 

countries. FAT has competitiveness in market. The revenue for the period 2011-2015 

is bright, according to local mainstream business media [Business Times] reported 

in 2014 that Far Eastern Air Transport profit has increased by 429% year-on-

year. At the same time, the company displayed in the maintenance capacity of the 

aircraft. In 1996, it was awarded ISO-9002 certification. For the fourth consecutive 

year in 2015-2018, Far Eastern Air Transport was awarded the United States 

[Aviation Maintenance Magazine] "World Aviation Maintenance Guide" professional 

maintenance certification awards in Taiwan district.

The ALLN development team promotes the development and collaboration of its 

business partners to accelerate the eco-industrial co-prosperity of ALLN in the 

development of consumer applications.

The funds raised by ALLN will be preferentially used to establish the industrial 

ecosystem in consumers application. ALLN will provide a ratio of tokens to 

strategical partners for exchanging resources in ecosystem. 

By the enrichment of the aircraft fleet of FAT, the raise of airline network density to 

achieve the expansion of consumer applications scenarios between destinations. 

Therefore, the FAT is the distribution and consideration node of ALLN.
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Far Eastern Air Transport owns 800,000 members, and it promotes ALLN by 

accumulating the amount of tickets purchased by its members. In addition to use 

the ALLN Token to purchase the airline tickets and exchange goods and services 

in all of the service systems of the FAT, ALLN holders can enjoy a direct discount 

of 45% off on FAT ticket purchases within the first month after ALLN is distributed, 

and 34% off in the second month, 23% off in the third month, and 12% off on tickets 

and onboard shopping after the fourth month. This is for the purpose of enhancing 

the ALLN's circulation in the consumer market and achieving the goal of increasing 

liquidity.

At the same time, ALLN can be used for FAT affiliates such as travel agencies, 

chain business hotels, clubs, and real estate properties. Through industry chain 

expansion, developers can quickly spread and use the Token in the initial period to 

obtain a large number of transaction users.

-24-

5.3 Transaction application mechanism

ALLN serves as a trading medium for circulation, and consumers can exchange 

any equivalent goods and services at the strategic partner's merchant after using 

Fiat Money or other cryptocurrency to acquire ALLN at exchange platform. Strategic 

partnership merchants may choose to exchange ALLN with a developer or exchange 

for currency to achieve the value of the sale or investment, and developers are 

able to convert them into Fiat Money after recycling ALLN, and then fill in their legal 

reserve parts.
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6. ALLN Commercial Applications and Economic Benefits

The most important thing of a media tool for consumer transactions 

is to have the support of consumers, consumer application scenarios, 

and liquidity. Otherwise, the value of tools will not exist. ALLN 

gives itself entity value through strategically plan, and connection 

with the consumption of physical goods and services, and uses the 

following methods to expand its use in the consumer market to create 

predictable multiple values.
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7. Important Timetable and Development Map of ALLN
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8. Future Expansion Blueprint

Where ALLN set the connection for consumption application as the direction and 

value of core development, it naturally requires a greater aspiration and blueprint to 

prepare itself for dealing with the physical application issues of cryptocurrency.

Regarding the consumer application scenarios and development of the 

cryptocurrency, ALLN hopes to refer to the consumption model of credit cards to 

establish the “Application Platform Exchange” for the application side. It shall reduce 

the waiting time for exchanging commodities or services with cryptocurrencies 

and formulate a model that can conform to the application development and 

convenience of merchants. Such Application Platform Exchange will serve as the 

VISA or MASTER system for cryptocurrency and charge for service and information 

processing through the provision of information connection and settlement. 

According to the production value of international tourism market USD2 trillion by 

2030 estimated by UNWTO, and assuming that the Asia and Asia-Pacific region 

are accounted for 30%, if 10% of such production value is settled by utilizing ALLN 

Application Platform Exchange (clearing platform), the service production value shall 

amount to USD60 billion, which is estimated to create value of a dozens of times for 

the future application and popularization for ALLN.
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9.1 Token Description

9.2.1 Number of Issued Tokens  3,500,000,000 tokens of  ALLN.。
9.2.2 Allocation Condition 

9.1.1 Token Name                   Airline and Life Networking Token
9.1.2 Token Code                   ALLN
9.1.3 Token Symbol  

9.1.4 Issuer and Administrator  Huafu Enterprise Holdings Limited
9.1.5Management                    ALLN foundation
9.1.6 Type of Token                  Ethereum ERC20
9.1.7 Acceptable Deposits          Bitcoin(BTC)、Ethereum(ETH)
9.1.8 Official Website                   www.allntoken.io

9.2 ICO Plan

9. ALLN Issuing and Offering Plan

Private Placement & Public offering 

         10% 350,000,000 Tokens

Original Team

         15% 525,000,000 Tokens 

                   (lockup for 1 year)

Ecosystem Development

         70% 2,450,000,000 Tokens

Reserve

         5% 175,000,000 Tokens
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(1)Lock-up period:
I.   The original Development Team is subject to a lock-up period of        
      a year from the settlement and completion date of the ICO of  
      the ALLN Tokens.
I.   Sales and transfer of the tokens are not allowed during lock-up    
      period.
II.  For parties who contact specified personnel for the purchase  
      under the ICO, the Token held by the specified personnel shall  
      be locked-up by the ALLN Foundation at least three months.
(2)The issuance of ALLN is priced in US dollars, and the issuer  
     reserves the right to adjust the exchange rate for the exchange  
     of ALLN from Bitcoin(BTC), Ether (ETH). (The exchange rate will  
      refer to the mainstream cryptocurrency exchange platform)

ALLN plans to establish its own Parent Chain, and the blockchain 
will refer to the hashpower of POW and POS. After converting to 
the Parent Chain, we will base on the proportion of the outstanding 
Token regarding the value available to provide a reward for miners 
protecting the safety of the information records and ledger.

An amount of 65% of the total issued number of ALLN Tokens (ie, 
6,500,000,000 tokens) has been unissued and preserved for future 
issuance. The purpose of follow-on issuance is to consecutively 
fulfill the phase development of blockchain in aviation tourism 
industry, and to promote the application of ALLN’s ecosystem, in 
order to popularizing the application of cryptocurrencies in real 
consumption.

9.3 Arrangement for the Unissued Token
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9.4 Strategical Partners 

Far Eastern 

Air Transport

Huafu 

Construction 

Co. Ltd

HUASHE
HOTEL

URTraveller



10. Introduction to ALLN Development Team

10.1 ALLN Team Members
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CEO-PATTY LU

Education:
Bachelor of Industrial Engineering and Management, 
National Taipei University of Technology

Mainta in ing re lat ionships wi th the media,  hold ing 
p ress  con fe rences ,  r e l eas ing  news ,  conduc t i ng 
dynamic analys is on the media,  in terv iewing wi th 
reporters, arranging special reports on enterprises, 
engaging in other communication with the media, and 
monitoring the effects of advertisements

Current Position:
Vice President, Far Eastern Air Transport Corporation

CDO-LORITA WANG

Education:
Bache lo r  o f  Compu te r  Sc i ence  and  I n f o rma t i on 
Engineering, Ming Chuan University

Experience:
Vice President of  Services,  FOSHIN TRANSPORT 
CORP.,
Specializing in air and ground crews’ operations and 
the according standard operation procedure, ground 
handl ing agent business, and pr ivate operat ion of 
business aircraft

Current Position:
Executive Vice President, Far Eastern Air Transport 
Corporation



Professor Lu Ruei-Shan

Warren Pan Attorney-At-Law

10.2 Project Consultant
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11.  Risk Disclosure Statement

When reading the white paper prepared by the Issuer, please 
consult the following statement carefully. This statement applies 
to all who read this document.
(1) This document is only for the purpose of conveying the  
        information to specific readers who require knowledge of  
        the information regarding the plan. It does not accomplish  
        the constituent elements of any future investment advice, nor  
        is it any form of contract or commitment.
(2) Any participant that gets involved in the issuance plan  
       comprehends and accepts the risks of the given plan, and is  
        willing to bear all the according consequences personally.
(3) The issuance plan distinctly states that it does not promise  
        any return, and does not assume any direct or indirect losses  
        caused by any project or plan.
(4) The Token of this issuance plan is an encrypted digital code  
          used in the transactions. It does not represent the equity,   
        asset ownership, corporate debt, or any type of income rights  
         or control rights, of the Issuer or Project Company.
(5) Since many uncertainties exist in the cryptocurrency  
        itself (including but not limited to: the environment for  
        the administration of the cryptocurrency in various countries,  
        incentive competition among industries, and the technical  
         loopholes in the cryptocurrency itself),  we do not promise  
        that this issuance plan will surely be successful. 
        This issuance plan contains a certain degree of failure risk,  
        and the Token issued also involves a risk of returning to zero.
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11.1 Disclaimer

(1)  Please consult this white paper before purchasing the  
        digital currency.
(2)  This white paper is prepared for ALLN's ICO by Huafu  
        Enterprise Holdings Limited.
(3)   Pursuant to this White Paper, no company shares or other   
        securities are subject to the solicitation for subscription or  
        sale in any jurisdiction.
(4)  The White Paper does not does not accomplish the     
        constituent elements of an offering or solicitation to  
        subscribe or purchase the shares, assets, rights or any  
        other securities-related products.
(5)   The participate is required to provide the Ethereum ERC20  
        cryptocurrency wallet. The own responsibility of  
        participate for the loss if provides the wrong wallet.
The investment must be involved in a certain degree of risk, 
and in this case, the purchasers who are citizens of the People's 
Republic of China, residing in China, or possessing US or Taiwan 
citizenship are excluded.
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(6) Although the team will work hard to solve the problems             
        that may be encountered in the process of the plan or    
        project, policy uncertainties will still exist in the future.  
              Participants must understand the risks of the        
       cryptocurrency before rationally involving and supporting    
       it.



11.2 Forward-Looking Statement
 
(1)   Some statements in the white paper contain forward-    
        looking statements on the perspectives of business  
        strategies and plans for the future. With regard to the  
        ommunities, teams, departments, organizations, institutions,  
        and industries operated by the ALLN team (hereinafter  
        referred to as “the Team”), the words, of which the meaning  
        is similar to anticipations, estimates, hopes, expectations,  
        arrangements, plans, intentions, suppositions, beliefs,  
        projects, proposals, predictions, will, be ready to, goals,  
        objectives, possibilities, willingness, availability, feasibility,     
        opening, and continuation, provide a future or forward- 
        looking statement or description.
(2)    All forward-looking statements involve relevant risks and  
         uncertainties.
(3)    Therefore, other factors have existed or will emerge  
        that cause the significant discrepancy between the actual  
        performance and the results stated in this report.
(4)    Any forward-looking statement in the White Paper reflects  
        the current views of the Team on future events.
(5)   These forward-looking statements are based on current     
        plans and estimates, and speak only as of the date they are  
        made.
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(6)    In light of industrially accepted information disclosure and  
        transparency rules as well as the according industry  
        practices, the Team undertakes no obligations to update or  
        revise any forward-looking statement whether it is due to  
        new information, future events or other causes.
(7)    Prior to making a purchase decision, perspective buyers  
        of the ALLN should read this white paper and know their  
        risk factors.
(8)    No statement in the white paper should be interpreted as  
        an indication from the Team on the profitability for the  
        current or future years.
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